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IN THE COURT OF SPECIAL JUDGE, LAKHIMPUR,
AT NORTH LAKHIMPUR.

Present : S.P. Khaund,
Special Judge,
Lakhimpur, North Lakhimpur.

Date of Judgment : 08.07.2022.

Special (NDPS) Case No.10/2018.

(G.R. Case No.1775/2018)

Complainant T.T. Zou.

Represented by - Mr. J. Saikia, Public Prosecutor.

Accused. Md. Maharuddin Ali.           …’A’.

Represented by Mrs. S.R. Baruah, Advocate.
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APPENDIX- 13

Date of ofence. 19.07.2018.

Date of FIR. 19.07.2018.

Date of charge-sheet. 30.08.2018.

Date  of  Framing  of
charges.

27.02.2019.

Date  of  commencement
of evidence.

13.03.2019.

Date on which judgment
is reserved.

Date of Judgment. 08.07.2022.

Date  of  the  Sentencing
Order, if any.

Accused Details :

Rank
of the
accus

ed

Name of
accused

Date of
arrest.

Date of
release on

bail.

Ofences
charged

with.

Whether
acquitted

or
convicted

Sentence
imposed

Period of
detention
undergone

during
Trial for

purpose of
Sec.428

CrPC.

‘A’ Md.
Maharuddin
Ali.

U/s  20(b)
(ii)(c) of
the NDPS
Act.
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J U D G M E N T

1)  An  excerpt  of  the  prosecution  case  is  that  on

19.07.2018,  at  about  9.20 am,  on the basis  of  a

secret information, a joint team of B/30 CRPF and

civil police intercepted a person, who was dropped

near Tipling Railway Station. The said person was

apprehended with a packet of contraband, but the

vehicle  that  dropped  him  managed  to  fee.

Thereafter,  44 kgs of  ‘Ganja’  was recovered from

him  along  with  one  mobile  handset.  The  person

disclosed  his  name  as  Md.  Maharuddin  Ali

(hereinafter referred to as ‘A’).

2) An F.I.R regarding this incident was lodged by T.T.

Zou,  Assistant  Commandant,  O.C.  B/30  CRPF

(hereinafter referred to as the informant) with the

police at Narayanpur Police Station. A Narayanpur

PS Case No128/2018 u/s 20(c) of the Narcotic Drugs

& Psychotropic Substances Act (NDPS Act for short)

was  registered.  The  ‘Ganja’  recovered  from  the

possession of the accused and one mobile handset

were seized. The statements of the witnesses were

recorded,  samples  prepared and sketch  map was

prepared. On fnding sufcient materials against the

accused, charge-sheet was laid against him.

3)  On  appearance  of  the  accused,  copies  were

furnished and after hearing both sides, a formal
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charge u/s 20(b)(ii)(c) of the NDPS Act was framed,

read over and explained to the accused person, to

which he pleaded not guilty and claimed innocence.

4)  To  substantiate  its  stance,  the  prosecution

adduced  the  evidence  of  8  (eight)  witnesses

including  the  Scientifc  Ofcer  and  the  I.O.  The

statements  of  the  accused,  ‘A’  was  recorded  u/s

313(1)(b) of the Code of Criminal Procedure (CrPC

for  short).  The  plea  taken  by  the  accused  was

evasive in manner.

SUBMISSIONS 

5)  I  have  heard  arguments  forwarded  by  the

learned counsel for both the sides.

POINTS FOR DETERMINATION 

6) On the backdrop of the rival contentions of both

the  parties,  the  following  points  are  apposite  for

proper adjudication of this case.

(i) Whether the accused ‘A’ on 19.07.2018 at about

9.20  am  near  Tipling  Railway  Station  under

Narayanpur  P.S,  Dist.  Lakhimpur,  was  found

possessing 44 kgs of cannabis loaded in a gunny

bag?
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DECISION THEREON, AND THE REASONS FOR

THE DECISION 

7) To decide this case in its proper perspective, it is

necessary to delve into the evidence.

8) Sri T. Thawnglianlal Zou has testifed as PW2 that

on  19.07.2018,  he  was  serving  as  Company

Commander, C.R.P.F. 30 Battalion at Hachara, North

Lakhimpur. On that day, at about 7.45 am, he was

in the Hachara C.R.P.F. camp and at that time, he

received a secret information that some contraband

articles would be transported near Tipling Railway

Station  under  Narayanpur  Police  Station.  Then,

immediately, he along with other C.R.P.F. personnel

boarded a vehicle provided by the Assam Police and

went to the place of occurrence near Tipling Railway

Station,  NH-15.  When  they  reached  near  Tipling

Railway Station, at that time, a Tata Magic vehicle

approached and one person alighted from the Tata

Magic. He was carrying a gunny bag and the Tata

Magic  vehicle fed away.  Then,  they apprehended

the  person,  who  alighted  from  the  Tata  Magic

vehicle  carrying  a  bag  loaded  with  articles.  The

person  whom  they  apprehended  near  Tipling

Railway Station was identifed in the court by this

witness.  The accused has given his  name as Md.

Maharuddin Ali and has stated that he is a resident

of Khelmati under North Lakhimpur Police Station.
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PW2 has further testifed that he searched A’s body

and found a mobile phone  with  an   Airtel  Sim

Card. Then, he called the  O.C.  of   Narayanpur P.S.

over  mobile phone.  When the O.C.  arrived at the

place of occurrence, he (PW2) handed ‘A’ along with

the gunny bag loaded with articles to the O.C. On

checking, the police found cannabis like substance

in the gunny bag. Then, the O.C. weighed the gunny

bag  on  a  weighing  machine  at  the  place  of

occurrence and found 44 kgs of contraband in the

bag.  The police  also  seized  one mobile  phone  of

Vivo  make  and  the  Airtel  Sim  Card  from  the

possession of ‘A’. The police seized the gunny bag

loaded with 44 kgs of suspected cannabis, mobile

phone and Airtel  Sim Card by preparing a seizure

list.  He proved his signature as Ext.2(1) on Ext.2,

seizure  list.  He lodged  an  ejahar  (FIR)  with  the

police  at  Narayanpur  P.S.  on  19.07.2018.  He  has

proved  the  FIR  as  Ext.3  and  his  signature  as

Ext.3(1).

9) In his cross-examination, PW2 has testifed that

he  was  not  accompanied  by  the  police  when  he

apprehended the accused ‘A’.

10) Sri Dinanath Mili is the Investigating Ofcer, he

has  testifed  as  PW8  that  on  19.07.2018,  the

Additional  Supdt.  of  Police  (Headquarter),

Lakhimpur, called him over phone and informed 
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him that  a person has been apprehended by the

D.S.P. (Probationary) and CRPF Asstt. Commandant

along  with  their  team.  The  person  was  carrying

suspected ‘Ganja’. As directed, he went to the place

of  occurrence  and  seized  one  weighing  machine

and after being authorised, he seized the suspected

‘Ganja’,  which  weighed  44  kgs.  ‘A’  was  arrested

from the spot. ‘A’ was brought to the Police Station

along with the suspected ‘Ganja’. He has proved the

Seizure List as Exhibit-P2/PW8 and his signature as

Exhibit-P2(4)/PW8.

11) PW8 has further testifed that on the same day,

Asstt. Commandant, T.T. Zou (PW2) lodged the FIR.

He has proved the Seizure List pertaining to seizure

of the weighing machine as Exhibit-P4/PW8 and his

signature  as  Exhibit-P4(2)/PW8.  He  has  further

testifed that a Narayanpur P.S. Case No.128/2018

u/s 20(c)  of  the NDPS Act  was registered and he

embarked upon the investigation, prepared sketch

map  marked  as  Exhibit-P5/PW8,  wherein  Exhibit-

P5(1)/PW8 is  his  signature.  He  (PW8)  has  further

testifed  that  he  produced  ‘A’  before  the  Chief

Judicial Magistrate, Lakhimpur, on the following day

and ‘A’ was forwarded to the jail. The C.J.M. seized

the articles and two samples were drawn from the

seized articles. The inventory report was  prepared

and certifed by the C.J.M. The seized samples were
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forwarded  to  the  Directorate  of  Forensic  Science

(DFS  for  short)  through  the  Supdt.  of  Police,

Lakhimpur,  and  as  per  order  of  the  court,  the

weighing machine was returned to the owner.  On

receipt  of  Expert’s  opinion,  charge-sheet  was laid

against ‘A’ u/s 20(c) of the NDPS Act. He has proved

his  signature  on  the  charge-sheet  as

Exhibit-P6(1)/PW8.  The  Seizure  List  marked  as

Exhibit-P2/PW8 depicts  the  seizure  of  the  ‘Ganja’

weighing 44 kgs along with one mobile handset of

Vivo make and one AIRTEL SIM card. Except the I.O.,

the  other  seizure  witnesses  have  not  proved  the

Seizure List. 

12) The seizure witnesses are PW3- Sri Hitesh Deka

and  PW4  –  Sri  Bhumidhar  Hazarika.  PW3  has

testifed that about a year ago, at about 12 noon,

while he was attending ‘Nam-kirtan’ in Lt. Prafulla

Saikia’s house, a person informed him that the O.C.

of  Narayanpur  PS  has  asked  him  to  proceed  to

Bhogpur Chariali. He went to Bhogpur Chariali and

met the O.C. (PW8). He (PW3) could not recall the

name of the O.C. but his surname was Mili. The O.C.

informed him that  he had recovered ‘Ganja’  near

Bhogpur Chariali  and asked him to take a look at

the gunny bag. Then, he saw a gunny bag loaded

with ‘Ganja’ and kept by the side of the road. Then,

he saw an electronic weighing machine
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brought by the police from Bhogpur Chariali and the

‘Ganja’ was measured on this weighing machine. He

(PW3)  could  not  recall  the  total  weight  of  the

‘Ganja’. The O.C. took his signature  on a written

paper.

13)  This  witness  (PW3)  could  not  identify  the

accused, who was present in the dock at the time

when his evidence was recorded. He has, however,

admitted  that  Ext.2(2)  was  his  signature.  In  his

cross-examination, he has admitted that he afxed

his  signature  on  Ext.2  without  reading  what  was

written on the paper.  He did  not  know what  had

been seized by the police. He did not take a look

what was inside the gunny bag, which was opened

by the police. 

14) Similarly, PW4 has testifed that he is the VDP

Secretary of Tipling, Bhogpur. The incident occurred

a year back. On the day of the incident, at about

10.30 / 11 am, the O.C. of Narayanpur PS called him

to Bhogpur Chariali  as he had apprehended some

miscreants. Then, he went to Bhogpur Chariali and

met the O.C. (PW8) by the side of the NH-15. The

O.C. showed him a Bolero vehicle by the side of the

NH-15. There were three persons inside the Bolero

vehicle.  Then,  the O.C.  showed him a gunny bag

loaded with ‘Ganja’ and the bag was kept by the
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side  of  the  Bolero  vehicle,  and  the  bag  was

unloaded from the Bolero vehicle.  The O.C. asked

him to get a weighing machine to weigh the loaded

article in the gunny bag.  Then,  he along with Sri

Hitesh Deka (PW3) and Bedabrata Khargaria went

to the shop of a Marwari person at Bhogpur Chariali

and brought an automatic weighing machine from

his shop to the place of occurrence. The gunny bag

was weighed on this machine.

15)  PW4  has  further  testifed  that  he  could  not

recall  the weight of  the ‘Ganja’.  He has admitted

that  the  police  took  his  signature  marked  as

Ext.2(3). He has proved his signature on the seizure

of  the  weighing  machine  as  Ext.4(1).  He  has

testifed that he did not know from whom the gunny

bag containing ‘Ganja’ was recovered.

16)  This  witness  has  also  failed  to  identify  the

accused ‘A’ who was  present in the dock when his

evidence was recorded. PW4 has admitted that the

police took his signatures on two blank papers. But,

he  did  not  know  from  where  the  ‘Ganja’  was

recovered by the police.

17) It is true that even if the seizure witnesses do

not support the prosecution case, yet the accused

can be held liable in a case under NDPS Act, but in 
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this  case,  the  evidence of  PW3 and  PW4 depicts

that  they were called by the I.O.  to  the place of

occurrence to be seizure witnesses in this case. This

casts a shadow of doubt over the veracity of the

IO’s evidence, who has testifed as PW8, although

presumption of  culpable  mental  state lies  against

the accused person as per Section 35 of the NDPS

Act.  The evidence of  PW2 also  reveals  that  after

search was conducted, he did not comply with the

provisions  of  Section  50(6)  of  the  NDPS  Act.  No

reasons  were  recorded  in  writing  and

communicated  to  his  immediate  senior  after  he

searched the accused ‘A’ when he got down from

the Tata Magic vehicle with a gunny bag in his hand.

18) PW2 has testifed that ‘A’  got down from the

Tata Magic vehicle, whereas PW4 has testifed that

the  gunny  bag  containing  ‘Ganja’  was  unloaded

from the Bolero vehicle, which was parked on the

National Highway at the place of occurrence. PW2

has admitted in his cross-examination that he has

not  mentioned  in  the  FIR  that  the  accused  ‘A’

alighted from the Bolero carrying a gunny bag. It is

clear  from  the  FIR  (Ext.3)  that  PW2  has  not

mentioned the model of the vehicle from which the

accused ‘A’ is alleged to have alighted with a gunny

bag in his hand. It  is also held that PW8 has not

followed the proper procedure u/s 50(5) of the NDPS

Act. The accused ‘A’ was not searched as per
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Section 100 of the Code of Criminal Procedure (CrPC

for  short)  and  seizure  was  also  not  made  in

compliance of Section 50(5) of the NDPS Act.

19) The evidence of the other witnesses also did not

substantiate  the  prosecution  case.  Sri  Bedabrat

Khargaria  has  testifed  as  PW5  that  the  incident

occurred  about  a  year  ago.  On  the  day  of  the

incident,  at  about  10  /  10.30  am,  the  O.C.  of

Narayanpur PS called him over phone to proceed to

Bhogpur  Chariali.  Then,  he  along  with  Sri  Robin

Bhuyan (VDP Secretary) went to Bhogpur Chariali.

He saw a tempo being gheraoed by the police, but

he did not  go near  the tempo.  Then,  the O.C.  of

Narayanpur  PS  asked  him  to  fetch  a  weighing

machine. Then, he along with Robin Bhuyan went to

Bhogpur  center  and  brought  one  weighing  scale

from a Marwari businessman, whose surname was

‘Rathi’ and handed over the weighing scale to the

O.C.  He  did  not  see  what  was  weighed  on  the

weighing  scale.  The  O.C.  again  directed  him  to

collect one polythene bag and he went to Bhogpur

center, but could not fnd polythene bag and so, he

went  to  the  place  of  occurrence.  Thereafter,  the

O.C.  of  Narayanpur  PS  (PW8)  returned  to

Narayanpur PS along with his staf. He has proved

his signature on the Seizure List of weighing scale

as Ext.4(2).
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20) PW5 has also failed to identify the accused, who

was appearing in this case. The evidence of PW6

also  does  not  implicate  that  the  accused  is

complicit. He has not identifed the accused in the

dock. 

21)  PW6  has  testifed  that  the  incident  occurred

about a year ago at about 10.30 am. At that time,

he was at Bhogpur center and he saw a gathering

and police was present in the gathering. Then he

went   to  the  place  of  occurrence  i.e.,  National

Highway, which was in front of his house. He saw a

police  jeep  stationed  on  the  National  Highway  in

front of his house. The O.C. asked him to provide

him a glass of  water  and stated that  ‘Ganja’  has

been  recovered.  The  O.C.  asked  him  to  afx  his

signatures on a blank papers. He (PW6) obliged and

afxed his signatures on the blank papers.

22) Similarly, Sri Shatrughna Kalwar has testifed as

PW7 that the accused is not known to him. About

6 /7  months ago,  one day at  about  10 /  11 pm,

when he reached near his house at Bhogpur center,

he met the O.C. of Narayanpur PS, who stopped him

and  asked him  to afx his signature on a piece of

paper.  The O.C.  (PW8) informed him that  ‘Bhang’

has been seized. He noticed one Tata Magic vehicle,

but he did not see any ‘Bhang’.
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23) It is true that the articles allegedly recovered

from ‘A’ was ‘Ganja’. This has been proved by the

Director of DFS, Sri Gajendra Nath Deka, who has

testifed  as  PW1.  He  has  testifed  that  on

21.07.2018 while  serving as Joint Director at DFS,

he  received  one  sealed  parcel  through  DFS  in

connection with this case

DESCRIPTION OF ARTICLE :

1  (One)  sealed  envelope  marked  as  SAMPLE-’A’

having a closed envelope with a closed polythene

packet containing 24 gms dry plant materials. This

sample was again marked by him as DN-392/2018

and  gave  positive  test  for  cannabis  (Ganja).  On

examination, he found the following :

“RESULT OF EXAMINATION :

I  have examined the sample mentioned above as

per United Nations Drug Testing Manual and getting

test for cannabis. I found the report is as follows :

The  Exhibit  DN-392/2018  gave  positive  tests  for

cannabis (Ganja).”

Although  ‘Ganja’  is  alleged  to  have  been  seized

from  the  possession  of  the  accused  ‘A’,  yet  the

chinks in the investigation casts a shodow of doubt

over the veracity of evidence.  The evidence does

not depict where the seized ‘Ganja’ was kept. It is 
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not  clear  from  the  evidence  whether  the  seized

‘Ganja’ was kept in safe custody before it was taken

to the court for sampling. The sample of the ‘Ganja’

was  drawn  as  per  proper  procedure,  but  the

evidence of the seizure witnesses and the conduct

of  the  I.O.  extends  the  beneft  of  doubt  to  the

accused.  The seizure of ‘Ganja’  was not made as

per proper procedure by the I.O. and the witnesses

were not  found in the place of occurrence, but they

were called and they were asked by the I.O. to afx

their  signatures  on  blank  papers  or  doubtful

documents. The FIR does not specifcally mention,

from what kind of  vehicle,  the accused got down

with  the  alleged  bag  of  ‘Ganja’.  The  PW2  has

testifed that he was not accompanied by the police

when ‘A’ was apprehended with the bag of ‘Ganja’.

Due to the lapses in the investigation, the accused

gets the beneft of doubt, although presumption lies

against  the  accused.  When  his  statement  was

recorded  u/s  313  CrPC,  the  accused  has  pleaded

innocence.  The  unsubstantiated  evidence  of  PW2

extends a beneft of doubt to the accused. PW2’s

evidence depicts that he searched the accused in a

very  apathetic  manner.  Although,  the  FIR  is  not

supposed to be an encyclopedia, yet his failure to

mention the type of vehicle in the FIR also extends

a beneft of doubt to the accused.  
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24)  In  view  of  my  foregoing  discussions,  it  is

thereby  held  that  the  prosecution  has  failed  to

prove beyond a reasonable doubt that  the accused

‘A’  on 19.07.2018  at  about  9.20 am near  Tipling

Railway  Station  under  Narayanpur  P.S,  Dist.

Lakhimpur,  was  found  possessing  44  kgs  of

cannabis loaded in a gunny bag.

25) Thereby, the accused, Md. Maharuddin Ali (‘A’)

is acquitted from the charges u/s 20(b)(ii)(c) NDPS

Act  on  beneft  of  doubt,  and  is  set  at  liberty

forthwith.

26) Destroy the seized articles as per due process

of Law.

Given under the hand and seal of this Court on the
8th day of July, 2022.

                                          ( S.P. Khaund )
                                          Special  Judge,
                               Lakhimpur, North Lakhimpur.

Certifed that the Judgment is
typed to my dictation and
corrected by me and each page
bears my signature.

( S.P. Khaund )
Special Judge,
Lakhimpur, North Lakhimpur.                     
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APPENDIX-14

A. Prosecution :
Rank Name NATURE OF EVIDENCE

(EYE WITNESS, POLICE WITNESS, 
EXPERT WITNESS, MEDICAL 
WITNESS, PANCH WITNESS, 
OTHER WITNESS)

PW1 SI Jayanta Deka. Informant.
PW2 Sri Kamal Borah. Other  witness.
PW3 Sri Hiranya Baruah. Other  witness.
PW4 SI Monimoy Tamuli. Police  witness.
PW5 Dr. Dhrubajyoti Hazarika. Expert  witness.
PW6 Sri Jiten Hajong. Other  witness.

B. Defence witnesses, if any :

Rank Name NATURE OF EVIDENCE
(EYE WITNESS, POLICE WITNESS,

EXPERT WITNESS, MEDICAL
WITNESS, PANCH WITNESS,

OTHER WITNESS)

Nil Nil Nil

C. Court witnesses, if any :

Rank Name NATURE OF EVIDENCE
(EYE WITNESS, POLICE WITNESS,

EXPERT WITNESS, MEDICAL
WITNESS, PANCH WITNESS,

OTHER WITNESS)

Nil Nil Nil

LIST OF PROSECUTION / DEFENCE/ COURT EXHIBITS.
A. Prosecution :

Sr.
No
.

Exhibit 
Number.

Description.

1 Exhibit -1 F.I.R.
2 Exhibit -2 Seizure List.
3 Exhibit -3 Sketch map.
4 Exhibit -4 Forwarding letter.
5 Exhibit-5 Inventory.
6 Exhibit-6 Destruction certifcate.
7 Exhibit-7 Charge-sheet.
8 Exhibit-8 FSL Report.

B. Defence :

Sr. 
No.

Exhibit 
Number.

Description.

Nil Nil Nil
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C. Court Exhibits :

Sr.
No.

Exhibit Number. Description.

1. Nil.  Nil.

D. Material Objects :

Sr.
No.

Exhibit
Number.

Description.

1. Nil.  Nil.

                                           ( S.P. Khaund )
                                           Special  Judge,
                                Lakhimpur, North Lakhimpur.

Transcribed and typed by :
Satyabrata Kshattry, Stenographer.


